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institute for consciousness and dream research, vienna ... - institute for consciousness and dream
research, vienna, austria abstract although the concept of ‘lucid dreaming’ was ﬁ rst coined by frederik willems
van eeden, a dutch psychiatrist, and introduced at the meeting of the society for psychical research held on 22
april 1913, the phenomenon of lucid dreaming was already known alfred adler papers - american
memory: remaining collections - alexandra adler date event 1901, sept. 24 born, vienna, austria 1926
graduate, university of vienna medical school, vienna, austria 1926-1935 intern, resident, visiting physician,
university of vienna neuropsychiatric clinic, vienna, austria ‘a berlin psychiatrist with an american
passport’: lothar ... - ‘a berlin psychiatrist with an american passport’: lothar kalinowsky, electroconvulsive
... training at the vienna university psychiatric hospital under julius wagner-jauregg (1857–1940) ... in 1935
ugo cerletti (1877–1963) was appointed to the chair of the department, so kalinowsky ... jewish national
organizations 295 hadassah the women's ... - jewish national organizations 295 hadassah the women's
zionist organization org. 1912. office: 111 fifth ave., new york city. twentieth annual convention, oct. 14-16 ...
the - blanton-peale institute - psychiatrist dr. smiley blanton in the basement of the marble collegiate
church. peale is the person who is most ... vienna in 1929, 1935, 1936, and 1937. blanton and peale’s clinic
offered free ... known as the american foundation for religion and psychiatry. in 1972, it the turbulent
evolution of homosexuality: from mental ... - the turbulent evolution of homosexuality: from mental
illness to sexual preference iris zijlstra neuropsychology ... american psychotic association ... ebing
(1840-1902). krafft-ebing was an austrian forensic psychiatrist and a university lecturer in vienna and graz. he
established his name in psychiatry with his work on sexual prominent foreign born americans fosterglobal - prominent foreign-born americans t hroughout our nation’s history, foreign-born men ...
(1858–1935) american physicist and inventor. pupin was born october 4, 1858, in idvor, ... american
psychiatrist, first known african american psychiatrist in the united states. kanner, asperger, and frankl: a
third man at the genesis ... - an excellent contemporaneous description of the vienna clinic. one of the
things the vienna clinicians observed was behavior we’d now call autistic, though they did not use that name
for it. instead, they described withdrawal, fixa-tion on objects, love of ritual and routine, and strange speech.
lazar was a student of swiss psychiatrist eugen z | the concise dictionary of american jewish biography z | the concise dictionary of american jewish biography ... lincoln, oct freud, the birthing body, and
modern life - 1933, 1935) had mounted in the twenties and thirties. this history has resulted in a lack of
sustained mention of the female body as a source of pride and pleasure to its owner, and precluded the
acceptance of these features as standard baseline expectations in the many varieties of theory 1
psychosomatic groundwork - springer - 1 psychosomatic groundwork 1.1 historical introduction research
has shown t4at successful practical medicine has, from its very inception, always been psychosomatic in its
essence. in this vein, the american psychiatrist o.s. english described 'psychosomatic' as being a adler and
maslow in collaboration: applied therapeutic ... - in europe. psychiatrist lydia sicher (1890-1962) had
been entrusted with adler’s vienna child guidance clinics when he moved permanently to the united states in
1935 (hoffman, 1994). the year after adler’s death, in 1938, sicher also fled austria after the nazi occupation.
she first established s | the concise dictionary of american jewish biography - s | the concise dictionary
of american jewish biography ... ajyb, ...
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